Tacchini leads the way in sustainability

Tacchini has been listed by Dezeen magazine as one of the eight international design brands that are the most committed when it comes to sustainability and attention to the environment.

The Made-in-Brianza furniture brand Tacchini is delighted to announce that it has been named by Dezeen as one of the brands specialising in the furniture and interior market sector that have adopted a green policy and that has made sustainability an integral part of its company vision and identity.

Read more on Dezeen's website here: www.dezeen.com/2019/06/04/sustainable-design-brands

Since its inception, Tacchini has always been an advocate of the “zero miles” policy in the design industry. All Tacchini products are manufactured in the green area of Brianza between Milan and Como, with a strong tradition of Italian manufacture and craft. All the materials and semi-finished products come from a zone of about 50 km around the Tacchini plant and this approach, as well as allowing direct control of their quality, also ensures the pollution and energy consumption deriving from their transportation is kept to a minimum. It is these special operational features that make Tacchini a leading brand in the development of eco-sustainable furniture.

The 2019 collection includes the Joaquin tables by designer Giorgio Bonaguro, who works between Italy and Brazil, have been designed to salvage off-cuts, fully embracing the principles of upcycling and environmental sustainability, which are major linchpins of Brazilian creativity. The tables feature a metal frame with tops and bases in Patagonia or Elegant Brown marble.

For the Tacchini Edizioni accessories collection, Brazilian artist and designer Domingos Tótora has created Mantigueira, beautiful decorative objects that use recycled cardboard, which is transformed and shaped into a new life.

Tacchini Italia Forniture

Tacchini celebrated its 50th year in 2017 and in that time has become a reference point for the furniture business, thanks to its constant stylistic and functional research, project and product culture and care for people and the environment. Tacchini is based in Brianza, the historical cradle of furnishing design brand Made-in-Italy. The company’s aim is to improve domestic and public spaces through the passion, creativity and responsibility that are applied to its products and services. The result is a ‘work in progress’ of original and versatile solutions, suitable for every environment and situation and able to arouse emotions day by day.
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